Laurel Hill
Exotic Wood Knitting Needles
Crochet Hooks and Accessories

Handmade, Sustainable at Reasonable Prices

Exotic, Handmade and Sustainable. All at reasonable prices.

Pictures and descriptions of all our exotic wood hand knitting and crocheting tools can be found
and purchased on our website www.laurelhillonline.com. Below is a list of some of the items and
sizes we offer.
Crochet Hooks and Tunisian Hooks
Made from exotic woods and hand polished into functional works of art, Laurel Hill hooks are
recognized as some of the best on the planet.
6" Crochet Hooks offered in Ebony, Nam Oc, Trai
10" Tunisian Hooks offered in Forest Palm
Sizes
D - 3.25 mm

G - 4.00 mm

I - 5.50 mm

L - 8.00 mm

E - 3.50 mm

7- 4.50 mm

J- 6.00 mm

M - 9.00 mm

F - 3.75 mm

H- 5.00 mm

K - 6.50 mm

Knitting Needles

Our experience making knitting needles has taught us that Forest Palm is simply the best material to make
handmade exotic wood knitting needles.

10" Forest Palm Straight
10" Forest Palm Triangular
11" Forest Palm Four-Sided
Sizes
4 - 3.50 mm

7 – 4.50 mm

10 - 6.00 mm

13 - 9.00 mm

5 - 3.75 mm

8 - 5.00 mm

10.5 - 6.50 mm

15 - 10.00 mm

6 - 4.00 mm

9 - 5.50 mm

11 - 8.00 mm

Doubled Pointed Sock Needles
Made from Forest Palm, the ideal material for sock needles. Our 5" double point sock needles are flexible,
sturdy and durable. They come six to a package.

Sizes
2.00 mm

2.50 mm

3.00 mm

3.50 mm

2.25 mm

2.75 mm

3.25 mm

3.75 mm

Crochet Sets
The perfect Heirloom quality gift for someone very near and dear to you, or treat yourself to a set to be
passed on and cherished. All Crochet Sets include a beautiful fabric travel case to protect the following size
hooks: D, E, F, G, 7, H, I, J, K, L, M. Cases come in assorted colors.

Sale/Closeouts
Please check our website www.laurelhillonline.com for Sale/Closeout items and available sizes as
they change.

Our mission is to make the finest handmade knitting needles, crochet hooks and
accessories at reasonable prices.

Laurel Hill products can help to create an ambiance of
creativity, confidence and peace to enhance your experience.
With our tools in your hands you can feel the weight and
smoothness, hear the sound of the needles when the points touch,
and enjoy the satisfaction of completing a challenging project.

That’s what it’s all about.

Laurel Hill and our Vietnamese partners share a
common artistic spirit, and together transform
renewable, exotic woods into functional works of art.

Our cooperative production facility is environmentally friendly and safe; all members are
treated with dignity and respect. The wood is carefully hand selected, sized, sanded, and
polished to create premium knitting needles and crochet hooks.

Laurel Hill Crochet Hooks
Exotic, Handmade and Sustainable. All at Reasonable Prices.
Why just crochet? Laurel Hill products can help create an ambiance
of creativity, confidence, and peace to enhance your crocheting
experience. With our crochet hooks in your hands, you can feel the
weight and smoothness, and enjoy the satisfaction of completing a
project.
Made from exotic woods and hand polished into functional works of
art, Laurel Hill crochet hooks are recognized as some of the best on
the planet.
.

On advice from the Crochet Guild of America our hooks have a unique thumb rest making them
comfortable for anyone who wants to crochet. From the novice to the experienced designer,
Laurel Hill crochet hooks perform and look as good as they feel.

Crochet Hook Sets
The perfect gift for someone near and dear to you, or
treat yourself to a set of Heirloom quality tools to be
passed on and cherished.
Available in sustainable, exotic woods of Ebony,
Nam Oc and Trai. All Crochet Sets include a beautiful
multicolored fabric case to protect the following size
hooks: D, E, F, G, 7, H, I, J, K, L, M. Cases come in
assorted colors.

Knots-of-Love Starter Kits
We are proud to offer Knots-of-Love Starter Kits for Knotters
and Knitters.
Everything you need to make a Chemotherapy Cap.
Knots-of-Love, a non-profit organization, based in Southern
California is dedicated to creating hand-made; heart warming
knitted and knotted (crocheted) chemo caps for people
transitioning through the effects of chemotherapy. Making caps
and brightening the lives of people who are suffering from the ravages of cancer is such a small
thing to do, and the results have had a huge POSITIVE impact with the patients. Their data
base has grown exponentially, and they are now contacted daily by medical institutions from
coast to coast. People of all ages are in need of kindness, support and love as they battle their
individual crisis. Knots-of-Love brings volunteers, patients and families together. They equally
help those making the caps and the patients who receive them.
Everything you need is included to make a chemotherapy cap including a pattern and
instructions to send the finish cap to Knots-of-Love. We are proud to be a part of these efforts
and will contribute $3.00 to Knots-of-Love for every kit purchased.
Rick Brown and Roland Hoskins, owners of Laurel Hill

Laurel Hill Knitting Needles
Laurel Hill and our Vietnamese partners share a common
artistic spirit, and together transform renewable, exotic woods
into functional works of art. Their cooperative production facility
is environmentally friendly and safe; all members are treated
with dignity and respect.

The wood is carefully hand selected, sized,
sanded, and polished to create
an affordable luxury.

Forest Palm is Simply the Best
As part of an economic development coalition sponsored by
Portland State University to develop small business, we made our
first trip to Vietnam. After visiting many factories we found the
right partner who shared our vision and started to manufacture
private label knitting needles for others in the hand-knitting
industry. In the continual process of refining our skills and
improving our products, we found Forest Palm wood. Attractive
and structurally superior to the other woods we were using, we
found it to be extremely flexible and a strong hardwood. It is
easy to make a good shaft and point but is very difficult to
break or split.
In summary, our experience making knitting needles for others
has taught us that Forest Palm is simply the best material to make handmade exotic wood
knitting needles.

Recycled and Sustainable
All of our Forest Palm wood comes from the lower part of the old
branches of palm trees and is 100% recycled material.
We source all our exotic woods (Ebony, Nam Oc, and Trai) from
furniture and musical instrument factories. We take only the
small pieces of wood and reuse this recycled material to create
beautiful handmade knitting and crochet tools.

Laurel Hill respects independent retail yarn shops who educate the public and
inspire the next generation of hand knitters.
We exhibit at various industry Tradeshows and
Conferences to learn more about the special needs of
people who knit and crochet.
With feedback from attendee’s and experts at these
conferences, we have improved and developed
innovative tools. For example with suggestions
from The Crochet Guild of America we developed
a unique thumb rest for our crochet hooks that makes
it comfortable for most folks and sets us apart from
our competition.
When knitters and industry leaders told us they wanted knitting needles for people who suffer
from arthritis we helped develop four-sided and triangular needles.
We continue to listen to our audience in order to improve and help develop new products.

In The Press

The following publications have showcased our Laurel Hill products.
Please note, these features are not paid advertisements and are editor’s picks of new products
for the hand knitting industry.
Cast On Magazine January 2010

Vogue Knitting Knit.1 2006/07

Interweave Knits Winter 2009

Vogue Knitting 2006

Crochet! Magazine July 2009

Family Circle Magazine 2005

Knit Simple Holiday 2008/09

Testimonials

“Thanks so much, Rick. What I failed to tell you in my previous e-mail is what a dream the
hooks are to crochet with! They feel so comfortable in the hand, and glide through yarn like
silk. Great products!”
Carol Alexander, Editor, Crochet! magazine, Member Board of Directors, CGOA
“These elegant instruments are divine! I love the larger thumb
spot of the crochet hook, and the wood used for all the pieces is
wonderful!”
Barb Bettegnies, Editor, Creative Knitting
“I received my prize today… a lovely wooden crochet hook
from Laurel Hill! I've been concentrating on learning how to knit
and putting off learning to crochet. I think the crochet lessons,
just moved up on my list. The hook is a lovely dark wood-ebony,
I think. If feels lovely -ebony I think and is to light. I've just got
to get a few WIPs out of the way before I think about starting something else new. Thanks very
much to all the Ravelympics organizers, participants and supporters! That was an awesome
event! And thanks to the folks at Laurel Hill - I think you've got me hooked.”
“These needles are fabulous - I am happy to sing their praises! I find them lighter than
traditional wooden needles and my hands are seldom tired after
knitting for long periods of time with them. The point on my
needles is fine enough to make picking up the next stitch easy, yet,
not overly fine so that I might pierce or fray my thicker yarns. The
woods provide just enough surface friction to keep my stitches tidy
and greatly helps with precision when working more complicated
patterns. I've even found my gauge to be more consistent using
these great wooden needles.”
Alethea Hanley

